Utilizing Evidence with Faculty

A list (in progress) of selected resources for helping faculty, administrators, & staff understand and use evidence about student learning & experiences in order to improve student learning

Compiled by Michael Reder, Director, Joy Shechtman Mankoff Center for Teaching & Learning, Connecticut College : : reder@conncoll.edu


Campbell, Corbin. College Educational Quality (CEQ) Project: 2013 Pilot Study 1
http://collegeedquality.weebly.com/uploads/1/2/5/1/12517218/pilot_1_technical_report.pdf (Technical Report) and


Connecticut College Center for Teaching & Learning. http://ctl.conncoll.edu/ (see “CTL Programs”).


Grasgreen, Allie. “It’s Not All Bad” [Article on Corbin Campbell study, above, questioning some of the Academically Adrift findings]. Inside Higher Education 7 February 2014. Retrieved from


In addition to the works above, an excellent resource on evidence-informed student learning is the Wabash College Center of Inquiry’s “Research and Publications” bibliography, which is searchable and includes many active links, often to full articles. Visit http://www.liberalarts.wabash.edu/research-and-publications/

Please send any suggested additions Michael at reder@conncoll.edu
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